


PSWP9BTBK
IPX8 BLUETOOTH & MP3 HEADPHONE

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

OVERVIEW

ITEMS DETAILS
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IPX8 Waterproof Headphone

Magnetic USB Cable

Swimming Ear Tips

Normal Ear Tips

Headphone Bag

User Manual

1X

1X

S,M,L

S,M,L

1X

1X

① ------ VOL + / PRE. / Mode Switch
② ------ Play / Pause / Phone Call / Playback Mode (Touch Button)
③ ------ VOL- / NEX. / Power
④ ------ LED Indicator
⑤ ------ Magnetic Charging
⑥ ------ Microphone
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HOW TO WEAR

1. Use your both hands to hold the L and R side. Make sure the L and R   
    side are in your corresponding Left and Right hand. (Pic.1)
2. Turn the headphone and make sure the L and R marks on the
    headphone are facing directly with each other.
3. Keep one side still, and then spin the other side for 180 degree. Then   
     you will see the headphone as shown in Pic. 2.
4. Hang the neckband over the top of your ears and behind your head.   
    (Pic.3) Adjust to �nd the best suitable position.

HOW TO PAIR TO YOUR DEVICE
1. Turn on the device by long pressing the VOL- button for 7s until the     
     voice prompt and Blue LED �ashes.
2. Enter the Bluetooth menu of your device, search for the [PSWP9BTBK]   
     and click to connect.
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3. When the Blue LED turn solid, it means the connection has been 
    established successfully. If the passkey input is required, input"0000".
Notice: 
1. The device will automatically reconnect to the last connected device   
     every time it turns on. If you want to connect to other devices, just turn         
     o� the Bluetooth of the last device or repeat Step 1 above.

HOW TO SWITCH TO MP3
1. Make sure the device is switched on.
2. Long press the VOL+ button for 7s until you hear the voice prompt.   
     This means you have switched to MP3 mode.
Notice: 
The device will automatically turn o� when it has been paused for 6min.

HOW TO CHARGE

1. When you hear the voice prompt "Low Battery", it mean you should   
    charge your device.
2. For charging, please turn o� the device and connect the device to a   
    reliable power source with the magnetic USB cable included in the   
    package. (As show in above picture)
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3. The standard charging time is about 2 hours. During charging, the Red  
    LED indicator is solid. When the charging is �nished, the Red LED will   
    turn o�.
Notice: 
Please keep your magnetic port dry and clean. Remember to clean the 
magnetic port with a cloth before you charge or transfer the music.

HOW TO TRANSFER MUSIC FILE
1. Turn on the device and connect the device to your computer with the   
    magnetic USB cable included in the package. 
2. When the Red LED turn solid, the connection is successful. Then a   
    removable disk can be found on your computer. Right now, you can   
    edit all your �les in the device now.
Notice: 
Make sure the magnetic port is always connected to the device during the 
data transfer (Blue LED �ashes), otherwise the data on the devices maybe 
lost.

BASIC OPERATION
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BLUETOOTH FUNCTION

Function

Power on/o�

Play/Pause

PRE./NEX.

Volume Control

Entering MP3 mode

Operation

Long press the VOL- button for 7s

Touch the Play/Pause button

Long press the VOL+/VOL- for 2s

Press the VOL+/VOL- to adjust volume

Long press VOL+ button for 7s
until the voice prompt
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MP3 FUNCTION

HANDS-FREE FUNCTION

Notice:
1. The volume and break-point will be automatically saved when powering   
     o�.
SWIMMING TIPS
1. Before wearing it to swim, remember to click the VOL+ and VOL-   
    button at the same time to disable Play/Pause button. After swimming,  
    you can also active Play/Pause button by repeating above step. You can  
    hear a voice prompt and see the LED �ash �ve times after each
    operation.
2. The Bluetooth signal cannot transmit through water, so please use the  
    MP3 during swimming.
3. In�ltrating water may block the earphone sections and reduce the   
    speaker volume. To restore volume, please remove the ear buds and   
    blow air into the headphone section to propel water out. Then squeeze  
    the ear buds to drain the remaining water. Reinstall ear buds so that   
    you can use the unit properly again.

Function Operation
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Play/Pause

PRE./NEX.

Volume Control

Entering Bluetooth mode

Playback Modes
(SEQUENCE / SHUFFLE /

SINGLE REPEAT)

Touch the Play/Pause button

Long press the VOL+/VOL- for 2s
Press the VOL+/VOL-

to adjust volume
Long press VOL+ button for 7s

until the voice prompt

Touch the Play/Pause
button for twice

Function Operation

Answer/End a call Touch the Play/Pause button

Volume Control Press the VOL+/VOL- to adjust volume
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4. Clean the remaining water on the headphone every time after
    swimming. As the remaining water may cause damage to the device   
    when you charge or transfer data.
Notice: 
1. This product applies to IPX8 waterproof standards. This product is suitable  
     for working faultlessly under continual submersion for 60 minutes at a   
     depth of 1m. Testing environment are limited to fresh water, tap water,   
     sweat and swimming pool water, liquid types other than above are not   
     applicable to test results.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

SPECIFICATION
- IP rating: IPX8
- Touch control: Support
- Bluetooth version: 4.1
- Bluetooth pro�le: A2DP/AVRCP/HSP/HFP
- Bluetooth range: 10m
- USB type: Magnetic USB port
- File support: MP3 , WAV, FLAC
- Music time: 6H
- Memory capacity: 8GB
- Li-ion battery: 220mAh
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Problem Possible Cause Solution
Can't turn on Low battery Please charge

the device
Can't reconnect Out of range Take the device within

10m and click to
connect on the phone

Can't play music �le No compatible
audio �le

Use MP3,WAV,
FLAC format  �le

No sound during call Connection failed
in Bluetooth call mode

Reconnect the device/
Change the phone call
mode on the phone
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STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
1. Storage: Store your product in cool and dry place.
2. Maintenance:
a. The recommended working temperature range is 32°F-113°F; over   
    hot/cold/humid environment may badly reduce the product battery   
    life and harm the overall performance.
b. Avoid using the product during a lighting storm.
c. Please charge your unit �rst before using the device after a long time   
    storage. 
d. Clean the product with a piece of dry cloth.
e. If remaining water/sweat is found on the charging port, simply dry it   
    with a soft cloth.
f. Keep the product away from sharp edges/points.
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